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Health is a gift from

Health is the essence of life for every one of us. 
Health thrives eternally in nature. Our bodies draw 
strength and vitality from the incredible resources of 
the Earth. Mindfully breathe the air, reward your skin 
with sunshine, let the water caress your body, and it 
will be grateful to you. Offering you the gift of health, 
Runibeda sought inspiration in nature. Each product 
is preciously designed to provide our customers the 
optimal level of support for their bodies, as nature 
intended. 

Because health is the key. Because it is a gift not 
only from the nature.
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Electric Treatment Table 
with Trendelenburg

Each flower, which blossoms on this Earth, 
has a soul of vitality, beauty and brittleness. 
That soul blossoms in more bright colours 
when it is being nourished. When given 
a lot of attention, a flower reveals all the 
beauty of it’s spectacular inner world. Just 
like a flower, it is essential for a person 
to take care of it’s soul, because healthy 
soul is a healthy body. eMensa electric 
treatment table is designed for a versatile 
care of a patient and professional treatment 
process. Maneauverable bottom carrier and 
different positioning angles of the table 
allows the treatment process to be moved 
to a higher level. The table is easy to relocate 
and has a lot of possibilities to enhance it’s 
multifunctionality by choosing different 
additional accessories. 

eMensa electric treatment table has two sections, 
where backrest has an adjustable positioning 
angle with the maximum of 70 degrees and 
Trendelenburg position up to 20 degrees. The 
height adjustment system is controlled with the 
help of an electric drive. The treatment table is 
designed with a central brake system, which 
includes an antistatic swivel castor. Metal frame is 
made of powder coated steel, which default colour 
is white. More colour options from RAL pallette 
are available. The soft part is made of high quality 
polyurethane foam and chipboard where both of 
them are covered with an artificial medical leather. 
Customisation of the treatment table dimensions 
is available under a special request.

Length: 2100 mm SWL: 220 kg

Width: 700 mm MPW: 195 kg

Height: 500 - 900 mm Paper Roll Holder: Included

Headrest Positioning: 0° / +70° IP Class: IPX6

Trendelenburg: 0° / +20°

4

The height of the electric 
trendelenburg tables is easily 
controlled by the handset 
remote as well as the backrest 
section. It creates a smooth and 
soft motion. Electric system 
enables medical workers to 
create the highest comfort 
for the patient by setting any 
desired position of the table as 
electric drives are able to stop at 
any angle. 

Electric Positioning for 
Maximum Comfort
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Hydraulic Treatment 
Table with Trendelenburg

It is incredible what a magic nature can 
create in this world. It can turn a lively 
moving water to a rigid but magnificient 
frost. Frost decorates each tree, leave or 
flower with mysteriousness and magical 
beauty. Looking for inspiration in nature 
and discovering it’s infinite sources of 
wealth and health, a person receives a 
magical gift of health. hMensa hydraulic 
treatment table might become a necessity 
of each healtchare professional who 
wants to give the best supervision for it’s 
patients. Maneauverable bottom carrier 
and different positioning angles of the table 
allows the treatment process to be moved 
to a higher level. The table is easy to relocate 
and has a lot of possibilities to enhance it’s 
multifunctionality by choosing different 
additional accessories. 

hMensa hydraulic treatment table has two 
sections, where backrest has an adjustable 
positioning angle with the maximum of 70 
degrees and Trendelenburg position up to 
20 degrees. The height adjustment system is 
controlled with the help of hydraulic pump. The 
pedals of height adjustment are marked with 
different colour rubber coverings for different 
directions. The treatment table comes with a 
central brake system, which includes an antistatic 
castor. Metal frame is made of powder coated steel. 
Default frame colour is white, but other colour 
options from RAL pallette are available. The soft 
part is made of high quality polyurethane foam 
and chipboard, covered with an artificial medical 
leather. Customisation of the treatment table 
dimensions is available under a special request.

Length: 2100 mm Trendelenburg: 0° / +20°

Width: 700 mm SWL: 220 kg

Height: 500 - 900 mm MPW: 195 kg

Headrest Positioning: 0° / +70° Paper Roll Holder: Included

6 7

Hydraulic trendelenburg tables has a lying platform that is controlled by gas 
springs system. Trendelenburg function and the backrest of the table are 
controlled by pressing release handles at both ends of the table. The handles 
are separated by colours - green for the backrest and red for Trendelenburg. 
The positions might be fixed at any angle which enables medical workers to 
choose a needed position precisely.

Unique Lying Platform 
Adjustment System
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Electric Massage Table 
with Trendelenburg

If you look for a symbol of light, peace and 
divinity in nature, you should go and find 
yourself a lilly blossom. This stunning and 
beautiful flower is not that easy to find, but 
once it happens, the atmosphere fills up 
with light and peace. This divine creature 
can inspire a person for taking a better 
care of his own health. Because health 
is divine, too. Because who would we be 
without a healthy body? eMensa electric 
massage table is designed for healthcare 
professionals who can take the best care 
of their patients. Maneauverable bottom 
carrier and different positioning angles of 
the table allows the treatment process to 
be moved to a higher level. The table is easy 
to relocate and has a lot of possibilities to 
enhance it’s multifunctionality by choosing 
different additional accessories. 

eMensa electric massage table has two sections, 
where backrest has an adjustable positioning 
angle with the maximum of 70 degrees and 
Trendelenburg position up to 20 degrees. The 
height adjustment system is controlled with the 
help of an electric drive. Massage table comes with 
a central brake system, which includes an antistatic 
castor. There is an ergonomic opening for face in 
the backrest section which might have an insert 
to close it. Metal table’s frame is made of powder 
coated steel, which default colour is white. The soft 
part is made of high quality polyurethane foam 
and chipboard, covered with an artificial medical 
leather. Customisation of the massage table 
dimensions is available under a special request.

Length: 2100 mm SWL: 220 kg

Width: 700 mm MPW: 195 kg

Height: 500 - 900 mm Paper Roll Holder: Included

Headrest Positioning: 0° / +70° IP Class: IPX6

Trendelenburg: 0° / +20°

All RUNIBEDA massage tables 
has an ergonomic opening for 
face which has a removable face 
pillow. The pillow adapts to each 
patient’s face creating more 
comfort during the treatment 
process and helps to avoid face 
imprints. The face hole insert, 
which can help to flatten the 
table surface, is available by 
selecting additional features for 
your product.

Ergonomic Decisions 
for More Comfort
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Hydraulic Massage Table 
with Trendelenburg

When it comes to symbolism, wheat 
has a meaning of wealth, fertility and 
life. It has always been a symbol of bread 
and wealthy nutrition in a physical state. 
But wheat fields can be a soul food, too. 
They always create lively and beautiful 
landscapes, which can make people want 
to run through them feeling wild and free 
and thus bringing wealth and health to 
their mind. hMensa hydraulic massage 
table is created to bring this gift of wealth 
for person’s body. Maneauverable bottom 
carrier and different positioning angles of 
the table allows the treatment process to 
be moved to a higher level. There are a lot of 
possibilities to enhance table’s functionality 
by choosing different additional accessories 
and thus to provide the highest quality help 
for human body. 

hMensa hydraulic massage table has two sections, 
where backrest has an adjustable positioning 
angle with the maximum of 70 degrees and 
Trendelenburg position up to 20 degrees. The 
table is equipped with a manual control system. 
Massage table comes with a central brake system, 
which includes an antistatic castor. There is an 
ergonomic opening for face in the backrest section 
which might have an insert to close it. Metal table’s 
frame is made of powder coated steel, which 
default colour is white. The soft part is made of 
high quality polyurethane foam and chipboard, 
covered with an artificial medical leather. 
Customisation of the massage table dimensions is 
available under a special request.

Length: 2100 mm Trendelenburg: 0° / +20°

Width: 700 mm SWL: 220 kg

Height: 500 - 900 mm MPW: 195 kg

Headrest Positioning: 0° / +70° Paper Roll Holder: Included

Hydraulic trendelenburg 
tables comes with gas spring 
adjustment system for backrest. 
This type of system enables 
healthcare workers to set any 
angle for the section as the 
locking mechanism of the gas 
spring can fix at any desired 
position. The operation handle 
of the backrest gas spring is 
clearly visible as it marked in 
green colour.

Set Any Position You 
Need
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All types of Trendelenburg tables comes with 
paper roll holder with shear edge to make 
healthcare workers daily routine easier.

The holder can be easily unmounted so it is 
optional - a customer might choose this feature 
depending on their needs. 

A standard paper roll holder is also available on a 
special request.

Trendelenburg tables are designed to provide a 
versatile and safe treatment process for the patient.

Trendelenburg position is included to prevent 
patient fainting as shock therapy helps to avoid this 
phenomenon. 
There is a red handle located at the foot end of the 
table to operate Trendelenburg function. A smooth 
motion of the lying platform adjustment system 
allows healthcare workers to control the table with 
ease.

The angle of Trendelenburg is 0 / +20°.

13

R
3.

2

Advantage of 
Trendelenburg

Choose an Easier Daily 
Routine
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The bottom carrier with double swivel castors and central brake system is one more reason which allows to 
call Trendelenburg tables functional. It provides the possibility to relocate the table with ease and saves the 
spine of healthcare workers from injuries. The central brake system ensures that the castors are blocked 
safely while the table is in service and ensures an easy realease of the castors as well. To make the product 
even more functional - directional castor comes with the table by default. 

Design of the castors creates a modern and attractive image of the product and it is easy to adapt to any 
medical or healthcare institution environment.

RUNIBEDA provides a possibility to choose what fits best for each customer. Trendelenburg tables has 3 
different options for the castors - 125 mm and 150 mm single central brake castors and 150 mm double 
central brake castors which comes by default. All durable, all flexible, all functional.

Design and Functionality

More Options for Your Choice

125 mm R
1.7

150 mm R
1.8

R
1.9

R
1.1

0
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Hydraulic Trendelenburg Tables comes 
with gas spring adjustment system for 
all moving sections of lying platform. 
The system includes release handles 
of different colours to make operation 
process smore clear. A smooth motion of 
the adjustment system allows healthcare 
workers to operate the product sections 
easier, using less power.

Easy Operation for 
Healthier Staff

R
2.

2
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Safety of the patient and healthcare workers is 
one of the most important goals RUNIBEDA is 
always aware to reach. As the lying platform of 
Trendelenburg tables can move in a quite flexible 
way, folding stainless steel side rails were developed 
to mount on them as an additional feature. The 
side rails are durable and easily operated so the 
prevention of falling out will be ensured. 

The side rails comes together with a DIN rail by 
default.

Highest Level of  
Safety

R
3.
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Owning a functional and high quality tool is a desire of each healthcare 
professional. Now it is easier to make it real. Create a luxurious tool for the highest 
level healthcare. RUNIBEDA provides it’s customers a possibility to enhance their 
product functionality by adding various additional features to the default version 
of the product. Heated lying platform is a functional and value enhancing feature 
for treatment tables as it creates more comfort and relaxation for the patient 
during the treatment period. It helps to relax the muscles as well as the state of 
mind which is vital for each person. When talking about the tehcnical side, the 
temperature of the heating system is easy to use as it might be controlled by a 
single control. The temperature range is 0° / 45°.

R
4

.3

To reach a higher functionality level of the product, RUNIBEDA offers an electric 
footswitch additional feature for electric tables. It might be chosen instead of the 
handset remote nor in addition to it. It helps the medical specialists to keep their 

hands free from controlling the height of the table and to concentrate on the 
patient and the treatment process. It is a great choice to have both - handset and 

footswitch - and be able to use any tool at the exact moment.
R

4
.1

19

Enhance the Quality of 
Your Product

Choose Durability and 
Flexibility

18
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RUNIBEDA cares about it’s customers needs and 
always develops a lot of flexible solutions to reach a 
higher functionality level of their products. In this 
case, additional arm supports for treatment tables 
were included into the list of optional features. 

20 21

The arm supports comes together with a DIN rail 
feature to be mounted and fixed tightly on the 
table frame. Supports are intended for various 
treatment procedures such as blood collection, 
blood pressure measurement or others. It helps 
healthcare workers to create as comfortable 
environment for the patient as possible. 

Massage tables with Trendelenburg has an 
ergonomic face opening on the backrest 
section. It comes with an additional face pillow to 
comfortably adapt each patient’s head during the 
procedure. To create a more versatile product, an 
insert for face opening is available as an additional 
feature. It flattens the lying platform so there 
would be created an even surface if the patient 
must be lying on the back or using the product as 
treatment table. The face hole insert feature opens 
more possibilities to use the product. Take them!

R
3.

7

Functional and Mental 
Comfort

Get a Versatile Tool

R
3.

6
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RUNIBEDA offers a solution for those who is looking for the product to suit their 
interior design. There are 12 different medical leather colours in the selection 

pallete that were inspired by nature. The metal frame comes in white colour by 
default but it might also be coated with any colour from RAL pallete. Additional 

colours are available by a special request. Starting with the features of the 
product, ending with the colours - create your personal product for professional 

use! Available additional features

EM-2T-TR HM-2T-TR EM-2M-TR HM-2M-TR

R1.7 ■ ■ ■ ■

R1.8 ■ ■ ■ ■

R1.9 Included Included Included Included

R1.10 Included Included Included Included

R2.1 □ □ □ □

R2.2 □ ■ □ ■

R2.3 ■ □ ■ □

R3.1 ■ ■ ■ ■

R3.2 Included Included Included Included

R3.4 ■ ■ ■ ■

R3.5 ■ ■ ■ ■

R3.6 □ ■ □ ■

R3.7 ■ ■ ■ ■

R4.1 ■ ■ ■ ■

R4.2 Included Included Included Included

R4.3 ■ ■ ■ ■

R5.1 ■ ■ ■ ■

■
 - A

VA
ILA

B
LE

 
□

 - N
O

T A
VA

ILA
B

LE
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R4.1 R4.3 R5.1

125 mm 150 mm

R1.7 R1.8 R3.1 R3.4 R3.5 R3.6

R3.7
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RUNIBEDA is the new player in medical equipment market 
offering it’s customers a unique approach

A GIFT OF HEALTH

Believing that nature is the deepest source of health, Runibeda soughts inspiration in eternal gifts of 
nature. Each product is preciously designed to provide our customers the optimal level of support for their 
bodies, as nature intended. We follow all regulations and requirements to provide the gift of health with 
the highest safety. Continuous product development process ensures this gift to become your reliable 
everyday partner.

A GIFT OF RELATIONSHIP

Runibeda appreciates the value of long-standing relationships. We believe that long lasting cooperation 
with our customers and partners is a key to success. Listening to our customers and creating reliable 

relationships with our partners enables us to improve our products and all the gifts that comes together.

A GIFT OF EXPERIENCE

Runibeda team has a lot of experience in medical product development and manufacturing market. 
Innovative decisions and technologies, reliable communication and a simple yet modern design of our 
products reveals professionalism of our team members. Our customers and partners can be sure they get 
a professional communication and support. Runibeda team can provide you not only a gift of health. We 
can bring you a gift of experience.

A GIFT OF UNIQUENESS

Sources and details from nature became an inspiration of our brand identity. All symbols that can be 
found at Runibeda represent health, freshness and vitality. We believe it is a deeply rooted Lithuanian 

characteristic which is not usual for a manufacturer. We are proud to have this unique approach and to 
offer our customers and partners a gift of uniqueness.

A GIFT OF CARE

Runibeda values each customer and partner. We are committed to provide a gift of care 
for each of you. From development of individual orders and collaboration while improving 
them, to installation and warranty help. Our customer service provides high quality 
support which guarantees getting all the answers and care that is needed.



Office: Europos pr. 96  |  LT-46351  |  Kaunas  |  Lithuania

Factory: Vilniaus g. 28a  |  LT-59115  |  Prienai  |  Lithuania

Email: help@runibeda.com  |  Website: www.runibeda.com

Mobile: +370 673 54050  |  +370 686 63644

© All rights reserved.

Health is a gift f rom


